Features:

- Automatic sealing cycle improves efficiency and machine output
- Anti-adhesive Teflon coated sealing blade for a clean strong seal
- A temperature controlled heat tunnel with a high speed blower to improve circular air flow
- Overheat protection function to extend machine life
- Power discharge conveyor
- Automatic cool down & shut down
- Quick film loading mechanism with advanced pin perforation device to reduce film change over time
- Easy adjustment of conveyor speed and height of sealing table

Specifications:

- Capacity/min: 10-15
- Maximum package size: 16"W x 22"L x 7"H
- Electrical: 220 V
- Sealing bar: Pneumatic
- Machine size: 2.8 ft W x 8.6 ft L x 5 ft H

This versatile machine is effective at providing a professional seal on a variety of packages, from bottles to boxes.
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